
Chapter 22
The Age of Nationalism & Realism, 

1850-1871

Section 1 (644-649):  The France of Napoleon III     [RB: 312-314]
italicized Intro

Those first two sentences are a good summary of chp 21.  know em!
1.  Who achieved the goals of the early liberals and nationalists???!?!?!? 
2.  Define:  “Realpolitik” 
“authoritarian governments”  are the opposite of democratic / liberal ones. 

Louis Napoleon:  Toward the Second Empire
Read that section again.  France starts with the 2nd Republic  But . . .
4.  What group controls the National Assembly (legislature)?
5.  What does Napoleon support that makes him very popular with the people?
6.  What happens to the 2nd Republic in 1852?
“Suffrage”  = the right to vote
I hope you see the irony of creating an authoritarian empire by giving people universal 
suffrage. I will never understand the French.

The Second Napoleonic Empire 
I luv how Napoleon kept the look of democratic institutions but stripped them of any power.
BUT, that second paragraph shows you why he was so popular.  He used the power of his 
government to improve France.
7.  What did Napoleon do to Paris?
8.  What eventually brought about the downfall of Napoleon in 1871?

Foreign Policy
9.  Define the “Eastern Question”
10.  Who fought (on what side) in the Crimean War ?
11.   The concert of Europe was finally destroyed  by what event?

Section 2 (649- 656):   National Unification    [RB:  293-305]
The Unification of Italy

1.  What did Mazzini’s Risorgimento want?
2.  What Italian state led the way for the creation of Italy?  

With the help of what major power?
So Piedmont gets Austria out in ‘59,  Other northern Italian states join it in ‘60, Garibaldi leads 
a successful nationalistic revolution in Southern Italy. Piedmont takes the center and Garibaldi 
joins his southern part to it.  

3.  What year is the Kingdom of Italy proclaimed?  Who’s its first king?
The Unification of Germany

Don’t worry too much about the first couple of paragraphs.  It really pics up when it discusses 
   Bismarck.
4. How did Bismarck deal with an unhelpful parliament?
5. What was Bismarck’s strategy in every war?
  Pages 653-655 show how slick and devious Bismarck is.  It’s amazing!
6.  Germany was created out of what three wars?
7.  When was the German Empire created?  Who was its first leader?
Read that last little bit of the section again!!!   “authoritarian”  etc



Section 3 (656-663):  Nation Building & Reform
The Austrian Empire:  Toward a Dual Monarchy    [RB:  327-328]

1.  Explain the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary (1867)
Imperial Russia       [RB:  329-332]

2.  What is the Emancipation Edict?  Who issued it?  When?
3.  When had Austria abolished serfdom?  When did the US abolish slavery?
4.  Define Mir &   Zemstvos
5.  So, how did the peasants do under their newfound freedom?

     Great Britain           [RB:  308-309]
6.  Explain what your book means by “pious complacency”
7.  Why would the Tory Disraeli and his conservatives push the Reform Bill of ‘67 (which they 

   philosophically opposed)???   Can you think of any modern examples in America???
“the Liberals, viewed as the party of Reforms”  means POLITICAL reforms   (not economic) 
8.  Who is William Gladstone & what did he accomplish??

The US and Canada
Not much here for this class in these two sections.

Section 4 (663-667): Industrialism & the Marxist Response     [RB: 275-278]
Industrialization on the Continent

OK,  Pay particular attention to the next couple of Questions
1.  Prior to 1850, The industrial revolution focused on what industry & in what country?
2.  From 1850-70, the focus shifted to what industries?

Marx & Marxism
Your book gives one of the best descriptions of marxism i’ve ever seen in a high school book.  

You might want to read it twice.  
4.  What is “the dialectic”
5.  How did Marx modify Hegel’s notion of the dialectic?
6.  According to your book, Marx believed that the modern state “reflected and defended the 

interest”  of what class?
7.  The dominance of the industrial bourgeoisie class created what new class??
8.  What did Marx believe the proletariat revolution would accomplish?
Please Read the brown box on page 667 carefully.  Look at the 10 programs he advocates!!

 

Section 5 (667-676):  Science & Culture in an Age of Realism          [RB:  340]
A New Age of Science

1.  The “gains generated by science . . . led to a growing faith in” . . .
2.  Define Materialism
Please read that last paragraph again.  It’s pure gold.

Charles Darwin and the Theory of Organic Evolution
3.  Did Darwin invent the notion of evolution?
4.  How do Darwin’s ideas fit with Malthus’?
5.  According to Darwin, what is the mechanism for evolution?

A Revolution in Health Care
I think this is a pretty interesting section.

Science and the Study of Society
I’m not a big fan of how they explained Auguste Comte’s  Positivism.  Your review book is a 

little better on page 340.  Read that whole page for a feel for what Comte represented.
Realism in Literature and Art

6.  What were the “realists” concerned with in each of the art forms?


